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Managed Security Service
IoT Security Made Even Easier

You know that you need IoT and smart connected devices visibility and control operating in your
airspace, but understand that it would be overwhelming to add so many different devices to
your workload? We understand how effort intense and time consuming it can be. That is why,
we offer to do it for you.
THE HARMONY IoT MANAGED SERVICE GIVES YOU THE PERSONALIZED IOT SECURITY
EXPERTISE YOU NEED TO QUICKLY AND EASILY PROTECT YOUR AIRSPACE, END-TO-END.

HARMONY IOT MANAGED SERVICE DETAILS
HARMONY IoT Managed Service allows you to add IoT security, without adding to
your team’s workload. You can now safely connect and embrace IoT.

DEPLOY HARMONY IoT DEFENSE

MANAGE

RESPOND TO ATTACKS

Placing HARMONY IoT Smart
Protectors,
to monitor your airspace, with zero
involvement from your IT.

Monitoring your airspace to
understand all the IoT and wireless
activity in your environment.

Providing real-time notifications,
when there is an issue or attack
that needs your attention.

Analyzing risk so you understand
the severity of any threats in your
airspace.

Recommending actions, based on
best practices, to ensure the swift
resolution of incidents and optimal
outcomes.

Setting policies for your specific
environment that adhere to your
corporate, security and compliance
requirements.
Automatically enforcing policies
to prevent violations and protect
against IoT-born attacks.

Suggesting policy adjustments,
as needed, to enable ongoing,
automated protection against new
and emerging threats.

Providing insights, that make it
easy for your team to understand
exactly what’s going on and what it
means for your business.

HARMONY IOT MANAGED SERVICE BENEFITS
FILLS YOUR IoT
CYBERSECURITY GAP

Adds expert guidance and valuable IoT and wireless device knowledge to
your organization, so you can ensure you have the best practice security
in place.

ACCELERATES YOUR
TIME-TO-VALUE

Makes deploying and managing the HARMONY IoT defense seamless, so
you can rest assured your airspace is safe and your ongoing business
operations are protected.

OPTIMIZES YOUR CYBER
SECURITY PERFORMANCE

Accelerates the identification and response to IoT and wireless-born
threats in your airspace to keep your corporate, security and compliance
policies enforced.

Harmony IoT provides the most robust solution for airspace threat prevention.
Contact us at info@orchestra.group for more information or a demo.

HARMONY IOT MANAGED SERVICE SOLUTION
Let us protect your space

HARMONY IoT Cloud

HARMONY IoT
SOC

ABOUT HARMONY IoT
HARMONY IoT enables you to quickly and easily identify, monitor and protect all the
smart connected devices operating in and around your business to keep your assets and
operations safe.
HARMONY IoT unique solution applies data science and distributed machine learning
techniques to provide total visibility, proactive threat detection and real-time attack mitigation
you need in order to eliminate IoT- born vulnerabilities and threats to your enterprise. The
solution is completely self-managed and requires zero-touch from your IT, so you can safely
embrace and benefit from IoT and wireless technologies.
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